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1. 2007 Affiliates Annual Meeting will be held at the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in Washington on Thursday and Friday, April 26–27. In addition to traditional activities such as *Five-Minute Madness*, the program will include:

   - A new researchers session (Thursday afternoon)
   - Annual affiliates dinner (Thursday evening), at B. Smith restaurant in Washington’s historic Union Station
   - A first look at, and discussion of, a NISS initiative “Analytical Computing Platforms for the Future” (Friday morning)
   - A problem session, with 20-minute presentations placing problems before the entire group (Friday afternoon).

2. Material from Affiliates Workshops. Most presentations from two recent affiliates workshops are now on the web site:


2. SAMSI Spring Events


3. SAMSI Student Programs. These are fabulous opportunities for students to gain hands-on experience in collaborative research.


July 23–31: CRSC/SAMSI Workshop for Graduate Students (NC State University). Details: forthcoming

4. SAMSI Summer Programs


5. SAMSI Fall Events. There have been significant changes in expected emphases and working groups for the three 2007–08 programs. Even though there are time lags in updating them, the relevant SAMSI web pages should be consulted.

September 16–19: Opening Workshop, Program on Risk Analysis, Extreme Events and Decision Theory (Radisson Hotel RTP). Details: forthcoming

September 23–26: Opening Workshop, Program on Random Media (Radisson Hotel RTP). Details: forthcoming